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For Strategic Leaders of Place
Our summary of what you need to know...on just one page!
Our previous release commented on GDP data released June 12th showed the single
highest drop in economic output ever–recorded in a single month period. This will have
very long lasting impacts on issues such as unemployment but also public finances. A key
point remains that this will be a very deep recession with long-lasting effect. Vacancies in
the economy remain well below the level before CV-19 while public borrowing in May was
the highest on record (£55 billion).

Key strategic considerations for places (what you need to think about!):
1.

How to encourage people back to the high-street and supporting the resilience of
local centres – high-street decline was an issue before CV-19 but as existing
businesses (especially in retail, hospitality and food) are encouraged to restart, can
you help make the right environment to assist?

2.

‘Mitigating the spike’ of business failures and the considerable increases in
unemployment that will occur in the Autumn of this year when various Government
support schemes (esp. furloughing) come to an end. This issue is not going to go
away and there are now suggestions unemployment could reach a highest ever level.
Recent days have seen a number of companies announce cost cutting and
redundancy plans in retail but also large manufacturers so it is not a single sector
issue.

3.

So…a repeat of previous editions, is there capacity in your unemployment (and
benefits) support system and infrastructure – we expect the spike now to be in late
Autumn. Is your local plan ready for this and are you putting the right capacity in
place?

4.

The future of property led redevelopment as a means for regeneration but also for
commercial income generation. Govt. data suggests that commercial income
represents just 10% of the total income lost by Local Authorities due to CV-19 but for
some Councils it is far more significant. Are your plans now sound, do they need
review?

5.

An new consideration is the support people and families will need to access
benefits and debt advice. The downstream implication of CV-19 on the economy
are beginning to feed into such service areas and demand will grow.

This said, some recent data indicates that the depth of the impact might be less severe
and a bounce-back may not take as long as originally foreseen. Retail sales in May were
higher than expected although the shift to online shopping continues (roughly 1/3 of all
retail purchases are now online).
The furlough scheme is due to end in October and businesses can begin bringing staff
back to work flexibly from July. Due to necessary consultation processes when making
redundancies we can expect a string of announcements by individual businesses over the
weeks ahead – some of these will have place specific implications where individual
businesses have large operations. This economic situation has real-world implications.
Debt advice charity, StepChange, said 4.6m households risked building up dangerous
levels of debt because of the pandemic. The charity warned that this could cause debt
advisory services to be overwhelmed by demand for support.
The Prime Minister gave a speech themed around ‘build build build’ although place
leaders will be concerned by the lack of detail and also, the small amount of monies
announced. A ‘fiscal event’ is expected on July 7th or 8th and should provide detail. One
announcement was the 101 Town Fund areas may receive up to £1m each as advance
funding for their programmes. New guidance on the Towns Fund was issued on June 15th
so places who are submitting should be advancing their plans. GCC can advise if needing
further information on this topic.
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Key economic intelligence
A quick overview of key economic intelligence available in the last two weeks
Our last update included commentary on GDP data released on June 12th which
showed the single highest drop in economic output ever–recorded in a single
month period. The implications of such a drop in GDP are considerable and will continue
to impact the economy for years to come in terms of unemployment, but also public
spending flexibility. Recognising this hugely significant drop, a series of indicators are
suggesting the economy may be recovering on a better trajectory than many feared as
lockdown measures are eased.
Retail sales in Great Britain rebounded more than expected in May from the lockdown’s
low, helped by the reopening of household goods stores, increased fuel spending and
continued strong online buying. The volume of retail sales in Great Britain rose 12% in
May compared with the previous month, according to data from the Office for National
Statistics. This is well above the 5.7% expected by economists polled by Reuters. Online
spending rose 20% in May compared with the previous month, pushing the share spent
online to the highest on record at 33.4%.
Similarly, numerous confidence indices are suggesting that confidence in a recovery is
higher than many forecasts with some media commentary suggesting a ‘V-shaped’
recovery is possible (see the Financial Times, June 26th). Whether this is achievable
remains highly contentious (especially if CV-19 cases begin to rise and local lockdowns
become more extensive) but there is greater confidence in a quicker economic recovery
than might have been expected some weeks ago.
The impact of the pandemic has pushed the UK’s public debt level above the size of the
economy for the first time since 1963. Public borrowing in May was the highest on record
(£55 billion). Government has borrowed more in the first two months of this crisis
(£104bn), than in the ten months following the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September
2008. The implications for this on public finances will continue for years to come spiking
fears of continued ‘austerity’.

Businesses have dramatically scaled back investment plans for the rest of the year in
response to the uncertainty surrounding the future of the UK economy, according to The
Institute of Directors confidence tracker. The monthly survey shows the Covid-19 crisis had
driven down investment plans amongst its members for the next 12 months by 11
percentage points to a record low (43%).
A major cause of concern remains the labour market impacts of CV-19. Jobs vacancies
across the UK have fallen to their lowest levels for more than three years, according to data
from JobisJob which analyses 85% of jobs posted online across 250 job boards. The health
sector, along with social and civil services, accounted for about a third of all jobs posted
across recruitment websites in May. Job postings for the first five months of 2020 were 40
per cent lower than for the same period last year.
This reduction in jobs being advertised coincides with the start of what will be a series of
significant redundancy announcements over the months ahead. As businesses consider the
implications of exiting the furlough scheme a number will be forced to open consultations on
redundancies which will likely flow through to significantly increased level of job losses and
unemployment in the economy. Unemployment rises at the back end of 2020 remains the
most obvious threat to local economies that will need a coherent response.
This economic situation has real-world implications. Debt advice charity, StepChange, said
4.6m households risked building up dangerous levels of debt because of the pandemic. The
charity estimated that British households are expected to accumulate debts worth a
combined £6bn because of the coronavirus crisis, as households fall behind on credit card
payments, council tax and utility bills. The charity warned that debts accrued during the crisis
would slow the country’s economic recovery and cause debt advisory services to be
overwhelmed by demand for support.
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Policy considerations
A quick overview of key policy changes/insights available in the last two weeks
Government Initiatives

Policy insights…

On June 29th the Prime Minister gave a speech outlining plans to stimulate the economy
using the phrase ‘build, build, build’. He announced a series of brought forward
investments in capital programmes and a guarantee to assist young people into training
and employment. The speech was light on detail and the overall sums announced were
very small given the size of economic impact CV-19 is having. One feature however was
that the 101 ‘Towns’ in England permitted to bid into the Towns Fund may receive an
advance allocation of monies for immediate spend.

IPPR released a report (22.06) on how resilience in many areas of the North had been
reduced by Government cuts to Local Government since 2010. The report highlighted the
economic impact of CV-19 is on-top of this reduced resilience. The report is echoed by
views from the Centre for Progressive Policy calling on Government to ‘pay-up’ before
‘levelling-up’.

Other points to note:
•

The furlough scheme now permits employers to begin bringing people back to work on
a phased basis.

•

Social venues including pubs etc. are allowed to open from July 4th

•

There is a growing pressure to loosen international travel restrictions

What’s coming up…
We can expect a ‘fiscal event’ (mini-Budget) on July 7th/8th at which the Chancellor will be
expected to announce a series of measures to aid the economic recovery and also to
spend on services linked to such a response. Clear areas of need will be unemployment
support and the Prime Minister has already talked of an ‘opportunity guarantee’ for young
people but further detail is awaited.
Fiscal events have become occasions where ‘Devolution Deals’ have been announced in
recent years and, ahead of the White Paper due later this year, any new Devolution
proposals are touched upon. There continues to be talk of a new statutory body being
created to support economic growth across the North.

Levelling-up itself has become a significant topic again in recent weeks. Mike Palin of
GCC has written a piece in the MJ on the need to learn from previous interventions and a
longer piece can be found here: https://gcc.growthco.uk/ourthinking/posts/2020/june/levelling-up/. A briefing circulated by Manchester Business
School to resilience forums on economic recovery planning has also been produced by
GCC.
Labour market implications remain an important consideration that place leaders need to
be monitoring. The Institute for Employment Studies continues to produce regular blogs
on the implications and a very useful explanation of labour market statistics while the
Resolution Foundation is also seeking to raise labour market issue – a report on June
29th titled the Full Monty summarises the various labour market issues as well as the types
of responses required.
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Our view…
Framing your recovery plan
This section of our report focusses on a key topic to help strategic place
leaders focus in more detail on what is to come and support you in planning
ahead. This week we look at ‘framing your recovery plan’ – as you develop
your recovery thinking what are the key parameters that we think you need
to apply.
Summary:
•

We are shifting increasingly from an emergency response to emergency
recovery phase of CV-19; however, this is not a sequential transition and
elements of emergency response intervention and recovery intervention will
need to run in parallel

•

There remains immediate risks from a ‘spike’ of business failure and
unemployment this Autumn as Government emergency support is withdrawn –
planning to ‘build back better’ must also consider that more immediate threat as
the negative impacts could undermine longer-term plans

•

There is (and has been) sufficient information to allow implications to be
strategically anticipated – that is, strategic leaders of place can start to plan for
what comes next now even with the incomplete information of exactly what will
occur

•

•

Our frame for looking at the recovery has 5 elements – each will be of different
importance to different organisations, places and partnerships. As an exercise
and process thinking through these frames should help strategic leaders of
place to plan ahead
It is not a recovery plan. It is however a tool for strategically asking key
questions so as a place leader, you can best target your effort, time, and
resource.

Phasing of response to recovery…

Framing your recovery approach
There is a glut of material being produced providing data and information about the
economic impact of Covid-19 but a considerable challenge in identifying what is relevant,
what is most importantly, and what is actually useful. There is a real risk of information
overload without any ability to filter what matters and what does not.
Our framing approach outlined on the next page is designed to act a such a filter. The
purpose is to be more productive with your strategic time and therefore for you to be more
effective in how you respond. The framing approach can be very useful in senior level
contexts when trying to focus resources and prioritise actions – as GCC we are capable of
supporting such work where necessary.
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Our view…
Framing your recovery plan – the frames
Frames for understanding your recovery response priorities
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Lists and References
Where to go to for further detail.
List A: Key Reports

References

Key Reports of possible interest issued in the last two weeks. List is not fully

References and links to data/events referred to in this update.
•

ONS GDP Data https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/bulletins/gdpmonthlyestimateuk/april2020

Date

•

IES blog on understanding unemployment data - https://www.employment-studies.co.uk/news/what’s-goingunemployment-data

comprehensive due to volume of publications being issued.
Report

Organisation

Apprenticeships only part of solution to youth
unemployment

Financial Times

25/06/2020

•

PMI data releases - https://www.markiteconomics.com/Public/Release/PressReleases

Covid19 is a huge opportunity for new economics

The London Economic

24/06/2020

•

Towns Fund Further Guidance - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/towns-fund-further-guidance

•

Resolution Foundation publications - https://www.resolutionfoundation.org/our-work/coronavirus/

An audit of household wealth and the initial effects of
The Resolution
the coronavirus crisis on saving and spending in Great
Foundation
Britain

22/06/2020

10 years of austerity: Eroding resilience in the North

22/06/2020

IPPR

Assessing the COVID-19 impact on SMEs and
International Trade
preparing for a new normal
Centre
New research casts light on the pandemic’s effects on
The Economist
resource allocation
Great cities after the pandemic
How is the recession affecting different parts of the
country?
Lockdown could leave next generation of retirees
poorer and sicker than the last
Visa predicts 'permanent' shift in consumer spending
habits
How the COVID-19 crisis is affecting UK small and
medium-size enterprises
Further education should be at the heart of shielding
19 to 24-year-olds from unemployment
New data highlights the need for a lifeline beyond the
furlough scheme

22/06/2020
20/06/2020

The Economist

20/06/2020

Centre for cities

18/06/2020

Centre for Ageing Better 18/06/2020
Financial Times

17/06/2020

McKinsey & Company

16/06/2020

FE Week

15/06/2020

Joseph Roundtree
Foundation

15/06/2020
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About GCC
For a discussion about the content of this
briefing or to discuss the potential support
that GCC could provide please contact
Michael Palin, MD of GCC.

This ‘Round-UP’ is one of a suite of materials developed by GCC to support our
clients and partners as they face the ongoing challenge of stimulating sustainable
economic growth; from having the right economic strategies to having the right
governance and structures that enable delivery.
The series includes features on CV-19 as well as Devolution, local collaborative
working and governance for delivery. The series can be accessed at gcc.growthco.uk
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